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Direct observation of spin–orbit coupling in
iron-based superconductors
S. V. Borisenko1*, D. V. Evtushinsky1, Z.-H. Liu1, I. Morozov1,2, R. Kappenberger1, S. Wurmehl1,3,
B. Büchner1,3, A. N. Yaresko4, T. K. Kim5, M. Hoesch5, T. Wolf6 and N. D. Zhigadlo7

Spin–orbit coupling is a fundamental interaction in solids that
can induce a broad range of unusual physical properties, from
topologically non-trivial insulating states to unconventional
pairing in superconductors1–7. In iron-based superconductors
its role has, so far, not been considered of primary impor-
tance, with models based on spin- or orbital fluctuations
pairing being used most widely8–10. Using angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy, we directly observe a sizeable
spin–orbit splitting in all the main members of the iron-based
superconductors. We demonstrate that its impact on the
low-energy electronic structure and details of the Fermi
surface topology is stronger than that of possible nematic
ordering11–13. The largest pairing gap is supported exactly
by spin–orbit-coupling-induced Fermi surfaces, implying a
direct relation between this interaction and the mechanism of
high-temperature superconductivity.

In the presence of spin–orbit coupling (SOC), the electron’s
spin quantized along any fixed axis is no longer a good quantum
number, but its total angular momentum is. This basic fact alone,
or in combination with a particular symmetry breaking, may
lead to a splitting of otherwise degenerate energy bands and is
the origin of fascinating phenomena such as spin Hall effects1,
topological insulation2, Majorana fermions3 and so on. A special
role has been played by SOC in the field of superconductors. In
low-dimensional or noncentrosymmetric systems it can promote
and stabilize superconductivity4, allow ferromagnetism to coexist
with superconductivity5, or even raise Tc (ref. 6). It is anticipated
that SOC could be a very important ingredient in describing the
superconducting state in Sr2RuO4, where it is larger than the
superconducting gap7. If SOC becomes sufficiently large, some
materials can host topological superconductivity3. In iron-based
superconductors (IBS), where the low-energy electronic states
are composed of different orbitals, SOC-induced spin anisotropy
together with the orbital mixing may directly influence the orbital
and spin angular momentum of the Cooper pairs, thus making the
determination of the pairing symmetry non-trivial. However, until
now SOC in IBS was considered insignificant.

The reason may be understood from Fig. 1, where the results of
the band-structure calculations are presented for the key members
of the main families of iron pnictides and chalcogenides. A SOC-
induced change of the electronic states at the low energies relevant
for superconductivity is hardly seen. However, a number of recent
ARPES experiments (for example, refs 14–17) have suggested a
different picture, where the structures near the centre and the

corners of the Brillouin zone (BZ) are apparently shifted in energy
in opposite directions. The experimental Fermi level (horizontal red
dashed lines) runs exactly through the regions with the multiple
band extrema, resulting in small Fermi surfaces (FS), known to be
important for superconductivity18–20. As is obvious from Fig. 1, SOC
is expected to be significant in these regions.

To detect spin–orbit splitting and estimate its size in IBS, we start
with the material where ARPES delivers the most exact spectral
function. Because of stoichiometry, nonpolar surfaces, absence of
structural ormagnetic transitions, and considerableTc, thismaterial
is LiFeAs (ref. 21).

There are several places where the effect of SOC on the band
structure is large (Fig. 1, upper right panel). The best candidates
situated close to the Fermi level, where the scattering is low and
ARPES features are sharp, are the states near the 0-point and near
the experimental Fermi level crossing along the M–X direction. In
both cases SOC qualitatively changes the band structure by splitting
the bands which would be degenerate if SOC is absent. Figure 2
represents experimental data taken aiming at measurements of SOC
at the 0-point. To detect the possible splitting under the most
suitable conditions, we have to locate the 0-point in momentum
space. If the in-plane location is defined by the normal emission,
kz = 0 can be found by recording the kx = ky = 0 spectrum as
a function of photon energy. Such data, taken in the interval
20–110 eVwith steps of 0.5 eV, are shown in Fig. 2a together with the
results of the relativistic band-structure calculations along the 0–Z
direction (Fig. 2b, see also Fig. 1) using a false colour scale. Taking
into account the renormalization factor of ∼3 (ref. 21) and the
square root dependence of kz from the photon energy, the agreement
is remarkable and even allows one to identify the strongly dispersing
3z2
− r 2 band with pronounced minima in the Z-points, which has

not been detected previously. The 0-points are located in between
these well-defined Z-points and the corresponding photon energies
can thus be easily found for both high-symmetry points. There are
clearly two weakly dispersing features in the kZ momentum regions
near the 0-points, as in the calculations. This is the first direct
evidence of the presence of SOC in LiFeAs.

We show the photoemission intensity recorded along other
high-symmetry directions, M–0–M and A–Z–A, together with
the relativistic calculations in Fig. 2c,d and e,f respectively. Again,
the experimental intensity distributions directly agree with the
corresponding theoretical dispersions. Namely, all the dispersing
features expected in calculations with SOC are present and their
variations with kZ are clearly seen. In particular, the tops of the two
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Figure 1 | Band-structure calculations of IBS with and without SOC. Electronic band dispersions of iron-based superconductors excluding SOC (grey lines)
and including SOC (blue lines) along the high-symmetry directions. The corresponding Brillouin zones (BZ) with the high-symmetry points are shown in
the insets. Horizontal red dashed lines correspond approximately to the experimental Fermi level in the ARPES measurements. Vertical red dashed lines
separate the momentum regions in which the states are shifted in opposite directions in energy. Red dashed lines in the 122 IBS correspond to optimal hole
doping with K.

parabolic bands are split and located below EF in Fig. 2c, whereas
one of them is above the Fermi level in Fig. 2e.

The value of SOC can now be directly read from the energy
distribution curves (EDCs), corresponding to split parabolic bands
at the 0-points (Fig. 2g, upper panels). The average value of
spin–orbit splitting is ∼10.7meV, which is in agreement with the
theoretical expectations, provided the renormalization is taken
into account. In the lower panels of Fig. 2g we also show
EDCs recorded in the superconducting state and using light of
different polarization, as well as the single-peaked EDCs from
the kF∼0.4Å−1. It is seen that the superconducting gap does not
significantly influence the splitting by only slightly shifting the
lower binding energy feature, which is not surprising because the
maximum gap in LiFeAs is comparable to its energy position22. As
expected, the opening of the gap has more impact on the kF-EDCs,
although the gap magnitude for this kF is lower22. Polarization-
dependent measurements confirm our assignment of the features to
the spin–orbit split components: the lineshape of the EDC remains
intact on switching to the vertical polarization (compare the upper
and lower left panels of Fig. 2g), in sharp contrast to what is expected
in the absence of orbital mixing due to SOC. If one of the features
was of purely xz-character and the other of yz-character then their
intensity ratio would strongly be sensitive to the switching of the
light polarization. We stress here that it is not the lineshape of
the EDCs alone that proves the presence of SOC, but rather the
one-to-one correspondence between the experimental dispersing
features recorded along the three high-symmetry directions and the
relativistic band-structure calculations. It should be pointed out that
similar lineshapes are also expected in the cases of strong coupling
(for example, to a bosonic mode), but there two peaks arise from
a single feature and an extended momentum region where such a
lineshape remains constant typically exists. Here (Fig. 2c), we clearly

observe two continuous dispersions with separated tops—that is,
strongly momentum-dependent splitting, as in the calculations.

Now we turn to another location in the k-space to measure the
magnitude of the SOC on the electron pockets of LiFeAs. For this
purpose we recorded the detailed Fermi surfacemap near the corner
of the BZ (Fig. 3a) and the underlying dispersions (Fig. 3b,c). As
follows from Fig. 3a, electron pockets are not degenerate along the
M–X (A–R) direction, contrary to what one would expect from the
non-relativistic band structure (Fig. 1). The energy splitting along
theM–X direction is seen to be of the order of 10meV, being slightly
lower than that at the 0-point (Fig. 2g), which is in close agreement
with the renormalized calculated values. We have thus established
the full correspondence between the experimental ARPES data from
LiFeAs and relativistic band-structure calculations (Figs 1–3a–f)
and experimentally determined the size of the maximal spin–orbit
splitting (∼11meV) in this material.

Before switching to other IBS families, we have to establish to
what degree another mechanism, nematicity, may contribute to
the splitting at the centre of the BZ of LiFeAs, which has been
suggested recently23. We do it with the help of a theoretical study24
where the influence of both SOC and nematic effects, which lower
the symmetry from tetragonal to orthorhombic, on the electronic
structure is considered. According to this study, although the
splitting at 0-point can be a result of both effects, there should be
a splitting of each of the bottoms of the electron pockets at the
M-point if nematicity is present (Fig. 3g–i), whereas degeneracy
of both bottoms is protected if only SOC is present (Fig. 3d–f).
We will consider only the shallower pocket in LiFeAs, because the
deeper pocket is broadened considerably by scattering (Fig. 3b,c).
As follows from the experiment, there is no detectable splitting
at the M-point. Moreover, the width of the corresponding EDC
(see Supplementary Fig. 3c) is typical for this binding energy (that
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Figure 2 | Determination of spin–orbit splitting at 0-point in LiFeAs. a, Photon-energy dependence of the normal emission EDC representing the band
structure along the 0–Z direction at T=23K. Hereafter, the ‘terrain’ false colour scale is the same for all intensity plots in the paper. b, Calculations with
SOC along the 0–Z direction for comparison with a. The false colour scale is used to indicate that more photoemission intensity is expected if, for example,
two dispersions overlap. Calculated dispersions are broadened by a Gaussian. Hereafter, the zeroth binding energy in the calculations is shifted to match
the experimental Fermi level. c, Energy–momentum intensity distribution recorded along the M–0–M direction at T=23K using 25 eV photons.
d, Calculations with SOC for comparison with c. e, Same as c, but along the A–Z–A direction using 36.5 eV photons. f, Calculations with SOC for
comparison with e. g, EDCs from the 0-point taken at T=23K (red curves) and at T=6.4K (blue curves) using di�erent photon energies and
polarizations. Orange and light blue kF-EDCs taken above and below Tc, respectively, are shown for comparison. Double-headed arrow in the lower left part
indicates that this EDC is taken using vertically polarized light.

is, it is mostly defined by many-body effects), thus implying that
the influence of nematic order cannot exceed a couple of meV. In
addition, contributions from two domains would imply a doubling
of all the dispersing features and corresponding FS (Fig. 3g–i), which
is not seen experimentally.We have also checked that the splitting of
the bottoms of the electron pockets is absent for different momenta
along kZ (see Supplementary Fig. 1e–p). Doping the LiFeAs with
Co, as in all other IBS, results in broadening of the features because
of the additional scattering on impurities, and detection of the
SOC in those materials is therefore more difficult. For the sake of
comparison with the results of ref. 23, we have recorded the EDC in
the 0-point of the 10%-doped compound and found a comparable
value of SOC (see Supplementary Fig. 3f). The temperature does not
influence the observed splitting in LiFeAs either (see Supplementary
Fig. 1a,b). However, increasing temperatures to values comparable
with the splitting would obviously hinder the observation of an
∼10meV splitting of two features with intrinsic widths of ∼5meV
each, which would merge into a seemingly single broad peak23.

The decisive evidence to support the dominant role of spin–orbit
interaction in comparison with the nematic effects comes from
similar experiments on FeSe, the simplest IBS, which exhibits the
structural transition at 87K and nematicity is expected to be more
noticeable than in LiFeAs (refs 11–13). In Fig. 4a–f we show the
spectra taken along cuts passing through the 0-, Z- and M-points
and compare them with the relativistic band-structure calculations
(Fig. 1). There is a close qualitative correspondence between theory
and experiment as far as the behaviour of the dispersing features is
concerned, as in LiFeAs. The peculiar kz dispersion of the states near

the Fermi level is strongly influenced by the presence of the 3z2
− r 2

band, and such an agreement with the experiment clearly implies
its presence also in FeSe. The SOC in FeSe is predicted to be larger
than in LiFeAs, as is immediately seen experimentally (∼25meV
in FeSe versus 11meV in LiFeAs). If this larger splitting was due
to nematic ordering effects, one would expect it to be clearly seen
in the M-point. To minimize the complications connected with the
presence of additional crossings stemming from another electron
pocket and the possible influence of domains11–13,24, we present the
results taken along the M–X direction (compare Fig. 3e,h with
Fig. 3f,i). As Fig. 4f shows, in FeSe one is able to track the behaviour
of both shallow and deep electron pockets because both are located
at lower binding energies than in LiFeAs (lower scattering). Again,
in both cases the bottoms of the electron pockets seem to remain
degenerate, contrary towhat is expected if nematic splitting is strong
(Fig. 3i). Here we can determine the upper limit of the possible
nematic splitting. The corresponding EDC (see Supplementary
Fig. 3b) has two peaks separated by ∼50meV. Taking into account
the intrinsic widths of these peaks, the possible remaining splitting
of each of them, not detected because of finite energy resolution, is of
the order of 5meV. This is in agreement with the splitting expected
due to the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transition at 87K
in band-structure calculations (not shown). In addition, as in the
case of LiFeAs, we do not see any doubling of the dispersion features
because of the possible domains24.

We also present the analogous data for other two main families
of IBS. In Fig. 4g the spin–orbit splitting is clearly seen in overdoped
Co-BaFe2As2 (Tc∼10K), where it is possible to see both (originally
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Figure 3 | Spin–orbit versus nematic splittings on electron-like pockets in LiFeAs. a, High-precision Fermi surface map of electron pockets in LiFeAs
recorded at 23 K (T>Tc). White arrows show the direction to the high-symmetry points. b, Second derivative of the photoemission intensity plot showing
the dispersions along the 0–M–0 direction. c, Same as b, but along the X–M–X direction. Raw data corresponding to b and c are shown in Supplementary
Information (see Supplementary Fig. 1). d–f, Schematic representation of the calculations corresponding to the experimental data sets in the case when
only spin–orbit interaction is taken into account. g–i, Same as d–f, but for the nematic scenario (adapted from ref. 24, not specific to LiFeAs). Hereafter,
thick white (red) arrows indicate the splitting (degeneracy) of two features in energy or momentum.

xz and yz) bands below the Fermi level at the 0-point. In the case
of the optimally hole-doped 122 material (Tc∼ 38K), there is no
possibility of determining the SOC directly because the tops of
all hole-like bands are well above the Fermi level, in accordance
with lower electron concentration. We circumvent this limitation in
the following way. As was found earlier25, because of the sizeable
superconducting gap and the proximity of the band’s edges to EF,
the top of the band is ‘reflected’ to the occupied side of the spectrum
below Tc, as schematically shown in Fig. 4h. The SOC can be
then determined from the corresponding EDC (see Supplementary
Fig. 3d). Another peculiarity of the 122 family is that the SOC
should now lift the degeneracy in the corner of the BZ (now the

X-point, not the M-point, because the BZ is different) because
of the different crystal structure (Fig. 1). This splitting is indeed
seen experimentally (Fig. 4i). Finally, we detect the splitting in
a representative of the 1111 family, Co-SmFeAsO (Tc∼ 16K). In
accordance with the calculations (Fig. 1), there is a splitting in the
0-point and it is absent in the M-point (Fig. 4j,k). We summarize
our observations in Fig. 4l, where we plot the experimentally
determined values of SOC together with those predicted by the
band-structure calculations. There is a clear correlation between the
two data sets which gives evidence in favour of the correctness of
our interpretation. We note that renormalization of SOC itself is
not trivial and further theoretical studies are required to understand
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Figure 4 | Spin–orbit coupling in 11, 122 and 1111 iron-based superconductors. a–c, Results of the band-structure calculations of FeSe excluding SOC (grey
lines) and including SOC (blue lines) along the high-symmetry directions. d–f, Corresponding experimental data, shown as second derivatives of the raw
data. Note that in c two single features are observed at the M-point, contrary to the expected two double features in the nematic scenario. g–i, Same for
122materials. Dashed lines in h show the expected dispersions in the unoccupied part of the spectrum. j,k, Same for Co-SmFeAsO. l, Comparison of the
experimental values for SOC obtained by reading the peak positions from the corresponding EDCs shown in Supplementary Fig. 3, with the theoretical
values. ‘el’ means electron pocket. Corresponding raw data are presented in Supplementary Fig. 2.

the mechanism of interplay between Hund’s rule coupling and
spin–orbit interaction.

The detection of SOC and the presence of the 3z2
− r 2 band at

the Fermi level drastically change our knowledge of the low-energy
electronic structure and Fermi surface in IBS in comparison with
the initially considered nested circular FS with well-defined orbital
character. Not only are the Fermi surfaces of all optimally doped

IBS formed by singularities in the centre and/or in the corners
of the BZ (refs 14–17,21,22), but also their orbital composition
becomes more complicated because of SOC-induced orbital mixing
(see Supplementary Fig. 4).

We expect that these findings are highly relevant for the
superconductivity in IBS. Existing approaches18–20 strongly rely on
the presence of shallow bands crossing the Fermi level with an
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energy dispersion of the order of the pairing interaction. Another
theoretical study demonstrates that the inclusion of SOC leads
to further mixing of triplet pairing, as well as to an anisotropic
energy gap on all Fermi surfaces in iron-based superconductors26,
the latter being observed experimentally22. In Fig. 5we schematically
show the Fermi surface contours and gap functions for the
representatives of IBS families having the highest Tc. We mark in
red those Fermi surfaces or their portions which are formed by the
spin–orbit split states. Remarkably, the largest superconducting gap
in each material is supported by the SOC-induced Fermi surfaces.
Moreover, in 11 and 122 IBS, where the SOC in the corner of the
BZ is comparable to that in the centre, one sees correspondingly
considerable superconducting gaps.

We have thus observed the decisive influence of the spin–orbit
interaction on the low-energy electron dynamics of all repre-
sentative iron-based superconductors, which is much stronger
than possible nematic effects. The size of SOC is comparable
to the pairing gap and the Fermi energy, which may have pro-
found implications on the mechanism of superconductivity in
these materials.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods
ARPES measurements were performed at the I05 beamline of the Diamond Light
Source and at the 13-ARPES set-up of BESSY (HZB). Single-crystal samples were
cleaved in situ at a pressure lower than 2×10−10 mbar and measured at
temperatures ranging from 6 to 25K (∼1K at BESSY). Measurements were
performed using (s,p)-polarized synchrotron light from 18 to 120 eV and
employing a Scienta R4000 hemispherical electron energy analyser with an angular
resolution of 0.2◦–0.5◦ and an energy resolution of 3–20meV.

Band-structure calculations were performed for the experimental crystal
structures (for example, ref. 28 for LiFeAs) in the local density approximation
(LSDA) using the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method. Some details of the
implementation of the PY LMTO code (A. Y. Perlov et al., manuscript in
preparation) can be found in ref. 29. Spin–orbit coupling was added to the LMTO
Hamiltonian at the variational step. Because LiFeAs does not show magnetic order,
ARPES spectra are compared to non-spin-polarized band structure, although
LSDA calculations give a magnetic ground state with strip-like antiferromagnetic
order and a slightly lower total energy.

LiFeAs single crystals in the form of packets of plates with dimensions of up to
1 cm were grown by self-flux using the standard method30. For the ARPES study
single-crystal plates with dimensions of 3×3×0.1mm3 have been selected.

High-quality single crystals of superconducting SmFe0.92Co0.08AsO with lateral
dimensions up to 0.3mm were grown by the high-pressure high-temperature cubic
anvil technique31.
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